Abstract. It's crucial for process engineers to determine optimal value and combination of process parameters in the design of sheet metal forming. The multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) based on Pareto approach and numerical simulation codes were integrated in this paper to fulfill the optimal formability in the sheet metal forming. Three objective functions of local formability on fracture, wrinkling and insufficient stretching were presented based on the strains state at the end of the forming process on the Forming Limit Diagram. By using Pareto-based MOGA, the optimal global formability which represents the trade-off between different local formability was decided. For the efficiency and accuracy of optimization procedure, both inverse and incremental finite element analysis were used to evaluate the value of objective functions. This method was applied to a complex engineering optimization problem: an engine hood outer panel, the optimal blank holder force and draw bead restraining forces were determined to satisfy the given objective functions for the forming of the auto body panels. The approach proposed in this paper has been shown to be a powerful tool than manual numerical simulation procedure.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the numerical simulation of sheet metal forming process has been widely used to meet the challenges in the automobile industry [1] [2] [3] . However, the sheet metal forming is influenced by various process parameters such as material properties, die surfaces, blank shape, blank holder force, draw bead restraining forces and friction coefficient, etc. How to choose the optimal value and combination of these parameters is a big trouble for engineers. To reach this goal continues similar procedures between the modification of design and simulation are carried out with different values of these parameters. To avoid the time-consuming 'trial and error' tryout procedures, and the experience based design situation, some papers focus on the combination of the numerical simulation and the optimization technology to solve the problem of sheet metal forming [4] [5] [6] . Such as Batoz, Naceur, Guo et al. [7] [8] [9] used Inverse Approach with sequential quadratic programming (SQP) to optimize the blank shape and the draw bead restraining forces (DBRFs). Hillman et al. [10, 11] adopt modified gradient method and AUTOFORM incremental software to optimize geometry and process parameters. Hsu and Kudo [12] combined modified method of feasible directions with PAMSTAMP software to optimize blank holder force (BHF) and DBRFs.
Traditional optimization methods such as the SQP method are single objective optimization methods which optimize only one objective. However, a good formability of sheet metal forming should be optimized on multiple criterions. Furthermore, these criterions conflict with each other sometimes, for example, the reduction of the tendency on fracture may cause the addition of the possibility on wrinkling or other defects. So, multiple objectives based on different need of criterions are required to build up and the trade-off between these objectives is often necessary for the evaluation of the global formability in sheet metal forming.
In this paper, the multi-objective genetic algorithm based on Pareto approach (Pareto-based MOGA) was presented to optimize process parameters in sheet metal forming, in order to meet the need of the tradeoff between different formability. Three objective functions based on fracture, wrinkling and insufficient stretching were introduced respectively to be criterions of these defects. Inverse finite element analysis (FEA) was used to be coarse model and incremental FEA was used to be exact model. In order to validate the methodology presented in this paper, the forming process of an engine hood outer panel was studied by using this method to optimize process parameters, including BHF and DBRFs.
PARETO-BASED MOGA

Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm
Traditional optimization methods usually start with a single baseline design and use local gradient information of the objective function with respect to changes in the design variables to calculate a search direction. When these methods are used to solve a problem with multiple objectives, it is generally possible to combine the multiple objectives into a single objective, usually through a set of weight coefficients. Each optimization procedure will generate an optimal solution for a given set of weight coefficients. When the changing of the weight coefficients is needed, the same procedure mentioned above has to be done again and again. Furthermore, the determination of these weight coefficients usually need expert knowledge, however, it is very hard for each work to do so.
By contract, Multi-objective Genetic algorithm (MOGA) mimics the nature selection process by which a superior creature evolves whilst inferior creatures fade out from their population as generations go by. Some advantages of MOGA are very attractive [13] . To begin with, MOGA works on function evaluations alone and do not require gradients of the objective function, only mesh data and element outputs such as strains, stresses, sheet thicknesses are needed. On the second, MOGA can compute multiple independent objective functions simultaneously in one optimization run without converting multiple objective functions into a single objective by weighted liner combination. What's more, MOGA have the capability to explore a larger extension of the design space, but not to only achieve a local optimal solution. For these reasons, MOGA can be used for higher non-linear and large solution space problems such as sheet metal forming.
Pareto Solutions
Since, MOGA can produce all the solutions in only one run, how to find the optimal solution is also a hard work to solve in this study. The Pareto approach was introduced to select preferred solutions which can be called Pareto solutions, from all the designs of MOGA.
To be more clearly, we define the Pareto solution. For minimum problem, a feasible solution x* is a Pareto solution if and only if, there is no other feasible solution x such that
Form the definition above, the Pareto solutions are some points on the edge of the possible solutions region, as shown in Fig. 1 , each design objective corresponding to a coordinate axes. The intention of optimization is to minimize both objectives. However, both objectives cannot be simultaneously optimized. Being optimal for one objective implies being suboptimal for the other. Any attempt to choose a single design to perform well across both objectives will necessarily be a compromise design. For this reason, the selecting of optimal solution from the Pareto set becomes very critical. There are several techniques to determine which solution of the Pareto solutions is the optimal solution. The most widely used is the minimized distance method which minimizes the distance of the Pareto solution to the utopia point to find the optimal solution [14] . 
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION MODEL
Formability Objective Functions
Since the MOGA needs objective functions to evaluate the formability of sheet metal parts, three objective functions were defined for different forming problems, including fracture, wrinkling, and insufficient stretching. Furthermore, other objective functions can be added without any restrains for future study. The building of these functions is based on the strains on Forming Limit Diagram (FLD), which value can be obtained from the results file of numerical simulation, such as inverse FEA and incremental FEA.
As shown in Fig.2 , for fracture, the objective function can be defined as,
For wrinkling, the objective function can be defined as, 
Design Variables for Optimization
In the present optimization model, our goal is to establish an optimization strategy to determine the optimum BHF and DBRFs while minimizing the objective functions during the iteration of the numerical simulations. So considering the computing efficiency, the equivalent draw beads lines were used to replace the true draw beads which need a large number of elements on the small radii of draw beads in the sheet forming simulation. In the study, these restraining forces were supposed to tangential the blank-holder surface and perpendicular to the draw bead lines. The BHF and the DBRFs acted on different positions were selected as the design variables; each DBRF represents the corresponding restraining force per unit draw bead length.
Optimization Design and Integration
Considering the value of objective functions will come from the results by using finite element analysis (FEA), so time will be much wasting for incremental software. By contrast, inverse software is more quickly, especially for complicated models. So, both thinking of the accuracy and the efficiency of the optimization, the inverse FEA and the incremental FEA have been coupled for the optimization procedure. Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of searching algorithm for optimization procedure. Each optimization procedure can be divided into two phases: the coarse analysis based on inverse FEA and Pareto-based MOGA, and the exact analysis based on incremental FEA. Main steps of this procedure are as follows:
Step 1 Setup the inverse finite element model and assume the initial design variables and their constraints; set the objective functions to evaluate the design points.
Step 2 Perform inverse FEA.
Step 3 Calculate the value of objective functions for each set of design point.
Step 4 Evaluate if the convergence criterion is satisfied, if the answer is yes, to step 6; otherwise, to the next step.
Step 5 Run MOGA to produce new design points, including selection, crossover and mutation operation, then to step 2 and update variables.
Step 6 If the convergence criterion is satisfied and an optimal design based on the coarse model is found, design variables around the local design space will be evaluated by incremental FEA.
Step 7 Evaluate if the iteration procedures have found the optimal solution, if the design results is satisfied, then stop; otherwise, go to step 1 for another iteration procedure until a satisfied design is achieved. 
OPTIMIZATION EXAMPLE
To demonstrate the capabilities of our method, the optimization model was applied to determine the optimum BHF and DBRFs in the drawing process of an engine hood outer panel simulation which is a complex engineering problem.
In the modeling of FEA, the symmetry conditions have been used and only one half of the problem was considered. The finite mesh model is shown in Fig. 4 . The material properties were taken as follows: thickness T 0 = 0.8 mm, Young modulus E = 2.07 G Pa, Poisson's ration υ =0.3, Anisotropy coefficient r =1.71, friction coefficient µ =0.122. The Belytschko-Tsay shell element was used to simulate the forming process. According to the basic theory of the B-T element and the forming feature of the tools, 23845 elements were used. The punch, die, draw bead, and blank holder were treated as rigid objects without any elastic deformation. The die is stationary, the upper ring moved from up to the lower ring with speed 2m/s and stop with a gap of 10 percent of the sheet thickness between the punch and the blank, then the binder force was applied and the punch began moved down with speed 10m/s.
In order to improve the formability of the hood, the BHF and six DBRFs were selected to be design variables, as shown in Fig.5 , aiming to minimize the objective functions simultaneously. So, the design problem of forming processes can be formulated as a non-liner mathematical optimization problem with multi-objective in the following form:
Subject to:
FIGURE 4. Engine hood drawing FEA model.
After two hundreds of iteration, the Pareto plots for the objectives were plotted and shown in Fig. 6 , in which each point represents a Pareto solution. However, the optimum of the objectives is conflicting with each other, which means that there is no any point which can meet the minimizing need of the three objectives simultaneously. By using the minimized distance method, the point O has been determined to be the optimal compromise solution. Table 1 summarizes the values of all design variables including initial and optimal values for this optimization process. Fig. 7 shows the initial design result with the defects of fracture, and insufficient stretching occurred on the drawing part, the BHF and DBRFs setup in the initial design turn out to be inappropriate since several defects occurred during the forming process. Fig. 8 is the simulation result of the best optimal design, with the optimized BHF and DBRFs the fracture defect diminishes significantly in the part as can be seen by the FLD and the formability at the end of the optimization. The insufficient stretching has been significantly improved due to the automatic process optimization. 
CONCLUSIONS
It has been found that the optimization strategy by Pareto-based multi-objective genetic algorithm coupled with both Inverse FEA and Incremental FEA of stamping process can be used as a powerful tool for the parameters optimization design. The methodology shown in this paper provides the designer with more short analysis cycle time and more accurate design results than traditional optimization methods. It has been observed that the MOGA can find all the possible solutions by only one time global search procedure. The Pareto approach based on the minimized distance method helps to determine the optimal compromised solution, which considers the trade-off between different objectives.
